
BEAUMONT-DE-LOMAGNE [R-H] - 29 August 
Race 1 - PRIX DU CONSEIL REGIONAL D'OCCITANIE -  2550m WALK-UP D225 HCP E Monte. Purse 
EUR €30,000. 

1. DIEGO DECOULGENS - Three consecutive failures to complete in mounted company. Prefer to watch. 

2. DONATO BELLO - Third mounted success in a weaker course and distance event two weeks ago. Keep 

safe without shoes. 

3. ELK DU PATURAL - Dual mounted winner in easier company. Not expected to feature at this level. 

4. FED DU PATURAL - Failed to complete in previous three starts. One to note if able to finish with a consistent 

overall mounted record. 

5. CALICIO BELLO - One placing from six mounted outings. Improvement needed. 

6. FIASCHETTO - 7.5L fifth in this grade after winning an easier mounted event previously. In the mix without 

shoes. 

7. CAID DU PERCHE - 0.5L runner up in this grade three starts ago. Leading claims if able to replicate. 

8. DIESIS DU GOUTIER - Arrives in poor driven form and unplaced on sole mounted start. Prefer to watch. 

9. DARKO DES BROUSSES - Thirteen-time mounted winner but been out of form this term. Others make 

more appeal. 

10. CHINI DE L'OISON - Reached the frame in this company prior to a break. Consider with plenty of scope 

for progress. 

11. FUEGO DE HOUELLE - Mixed driven form this term and has placed in five of six mounted runs. 

Thereabouts running barefoot. 

12. DIKTAT DU START - 12L defeat in this grade of a Cabourg mounted race 51 days ago. Place claims as 

a dual winner over this trip. 

Summary: CAID DU PERCHE (7) was a fine runner up in this company three runs back. Expected to offer a 
bold showing in a winnable event. FIASCHETTO (6) ran fifth at this level after scoring previously in a weaker 
mounted race. Firmly in the mix racing barefoot. FUEGO DE HOUELLE (11) has five mounted placings from 
six outings. Strong claims after mixed driven form. FED DU PATURAL (4) could be worth chancing at attractive 
odds after three consecutive DQs. Has good back class. 

Selections 

CAID DU PERCHE (7) - FIASCHETTO (6) - FUEGO DE HOUELLE (11) - FED DU PATURAL (4)  



Race 2 - PRIX VICTOR GREGORIS -  2400m MOBILE D23 Harness. Purse EUR €20,000. 

1. IGRAINE DOTHRAK - Scored on first autostart run prior to a fifth in this company. Place angle. 

2. INTERGALACTIQUE - Unplaced in all three autostart runs to date. Needs to find something. 

3. IGGY ROCK - 3.5L success in this grade of a walk up two starts ago at a country track. Not out of the 

placings if replicating. 

4. I AM EAGLE - Completed a walk up hat-trick in easier company by a nose eight days ago at a country 

venue. Respected on autostart debut. 

5. ICI PARIS EFJI - Narrowly denied in a stronger course walk up before a short break. Firmly in the mix. 

6. ITALO DUEM - Dual autostart winner from four attempts including at this level. Leading player. 

7. INES DES EPINES - 9.5L fourth in a better grade Auch autostart earlier this month. Each way appeal. 

8. IMAGE DE CORDAY - Consistent filly with two placings from three autostart efforts. Top claims. 

9. INTUITIF BOY - Yet to win in sixteen outings and likely to find a few too good on overall form. 

10. IMPERIAL CHOICE - 3L sixth in a course walk up of similar nature thirteen days ago. Not entirely 

dismissed. 

Summary: ITALO DUEM (6) is a dual autostart winner who has scope for further progress. Key contender in 
a tricky race. ICI PARIS EFJI (5) returns from a break after going close in a better grade course walk up. 
Notable runner if sharp enough. Talented individual. I AM EAGLE (4) completed a walk up hat-trick by a nose. 
Expected to measure up on autostart debut while in top form. IMAGE DE CORDAY (8) is a consistent filly who 
is tough to shake from the frame positions. Include. 

Selections 

ITALO DUEM (6) - ICI PARIS EFJI (5) - I AM EAGLE (4) - IMAGE DE CORDAY (8)  



Race 3 - PRIX LA DEPECHE DU MIDI -  2550m WALK-UP D70 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €20,000. 

1. HUFALO - Rare success when scoring in this grade three starts ago at Biarritz. Worth thought without 

shoes. 

2. HIPPY DE LA FYE - All or nothing type who won a weaker grass walk up prior to a pair of DQs. Do not rule 

out. 

3. HOLITA DE NOYELLES - Two straight placings in similar walk ups including an impressive victory two 

starts ago. Strong contender. 

4. HAMADOR BUROIS - 0.75L success in a weaker autostart at Vichy 22 days ago. Not guaranteed to 

replicate up in class but goes well without shoes. 

5. HUGOLINE DE BRAYE - Consistent walk up performer at a lower level this campaign. Placing within reach 

without rear shoes. 

6. HAPPY LADY - Completed an easier driven double eight days ago at a country track. Respected barefoot 

with a progressive profile. 

7. HEAT DE LA GRAVE - Solid mounted performer but not threatened in previous couple of driven outings. 

Best watched. 

8. HELIOS D'ELA - Improved grass winner without shoes for the first time earlier this month. Could go well 

up in grade. 

9. HEIDI RENARDIER - 2.5L third in this company of a grass walk up on penultimate outing. Frame prospect 

running barefoot. 

10. HONNEUR DE BLAY - Chasing a hat-trick after a course walk up victory in easier company two weeks 

ago. Thereabouts. 

11. HELECTRIK DE SUCE - Hit or miss type who scored in a weaker walk up prior to a DQ two starts ago. 

Has ability but frustrating. 

12. HONGUESA - 0.25L success in a stronger walk up at Grenade a fortnight ago. Leading claims. 

13. HORIZON DU THAY - Infrequent winner who has not threatened since resuming. Others preferred. 

Summary: HONGUESA (12) could follow up a 0.25L victory in a stronger walk up two weeks ago. Looks the 
one to beat if able to reproduce that strong form. HAPPY LADY (6) may be able to step up to this level after 
completing an easier driven double. Progressing nicely. HELIOS D'ELA (8) rates among the frame options 
after finding improvement without shoes. HOLITA DE NOYELLES (3) was an impressive walk up winner on 
penultimate run. Serious chance with a similar effort. 

Selections 

HONGUESA (12) - HAPPY LADY (6) - HELIOS D'ELA (8) - HOLITA DE NOYELLES (3)  



Race 4 - PRIX DU CONSEIL DEPARTEMENTAL DE TARN ET -  2400m MOBILE F41 Harness. Purse EUR 
€17,000. 

1. GRACE DE NICE - Yet to find the frame in seven autostart runs. Opposed. 

2. GORDON QUICK - 3.5L fourth in this company six days ago. Not devoid of placed hope running barefoot. 

3. GIVE ME D'ALESA - 42 race maiden who hit the placings in this grade 20 days ago. May be up to repeating 

without shoes. 

4. GIRL ELEVEN - 0.25L success in this company of an autostart at Toulouse 79 days ago. Firmly in the mix 

racing barefoot. 

5. GOLDY MALGRE TOUT - Solid 1.75L third in this grade at Chateaubriant seventeen days ago. Edging 

towards a first autostart win. 

6. GAZELLE DANICA - Dramatic improvement to land a grass walk up at this level. More on plate back in an 

autostart. 

7. GATSBY DE BANVILLE - 7L sixth on third autostart run at this venue prior to a walk up success fifteen 

days ago. Each way appeal without shoes. 

8. GEKO DE ROUAISSE - Infrequent winner who is yet to break through in autostart company. Likely to find 

a few too strong. 

9. GOLAN HEIGHTS - Missed the placings in all three autostarts. Ignored. 

10. GAMINE D'ECROVILLE - Held eighth at this level three starts ago. Minor role likely. 

11. GRACE REVEE - Failed to complete in previous couple of autostarts. Others more reliable. 

12. GLORIA MIX - Mixed driven form this campaign. Overall profile suggests others may have the edge. 

13. GRAAL DE TILLARD - 4.25L third in this grade of an autostart at this track thirteen days ago. Keep in 

mind. 

14. GEWURZTRAMINER - Midfield in a similar course autostart earlier this month. Others have achieved 

more. 

15. GOLO KANTE - Three placings from five autostarts but below par at this course thirteen days ago. Place 

appeal on earlier form. 

16. GERIBIA DU PARC - Improved placing at this level here on latest run two weeks back. Could go close 

with front pads on for the first time. 

Summary: GIRL ELEVEN (4) found success by 0.25L at Toulouse 79 days ago. Expected to deliver a strong 
showing under suitable conditions. GOLDY MALGRE TOUT (5) ran a solid third at this standard at 
Chateaubriant. Getting closer to a first autostart victory. GERIBIA DU PARC (16) rates among the main 
chances if the front pads on for the first time spark progress. GATSBY DE BANVILLE (7) completes the 
shortlist. Keep safe for a placing. 

Selections 

GIRL ELEVEN (4) - GOLDY MALGRE TOUT (5) - GERIBIA DU PARC (16) - GATSBY DE BANVILLE (7)  



Race 5 - PRIX COMMUNAUTE DES COMMUNES DE LOMAGNE -  2550m WALK-UP G68 HCP Harness. 
Purse EUR €16,000. 

1. FRED DE PIENCOURT - No form in last three outings and easily dismissed.  

2. FELIN DU LOISIR - DQ at a country venue in a claimer two weeks ago. More needed up in class.  

3. FANTASTIC OUSTAOUS - Seventh at a country track beaten 18L a fortnight ago. Up a level and does 

need to improve.  

4. FAZIKA DE MERE - Third beaten 1.5L in a lower class last week. In form and not ruled out. 

5. FALCO BRADOR - Completed for the first time but was only ninth beaten 14L in a lower class last month. 

6. FARAH DE PERTHUIS - Sixth beaten 2L at a country track in a lower class. The second has won since. 

Minor claims.  

7. FAKIR LANDIA - DQ in a lower class and not an obvious winner.  

8. FIDJI SHORE - Second beaten a neck in a higher class eleven days ago. Down a level and has found a 

nice opening. 

9. FAN D'USSEDA - Well beaten after a spell in a lower class last week. Needs improvement. 

10. FANTASQUE D'ENFER - Struggled in a stronger class last week. Won the time before in a higher grade 

and will appreciate the drop in level running barefoot.  

11. FARSIGHT ABSOLUTE - Fourth beaten 5L in three classes higher last week. Has to be considered.  

12. FANGIO DU PONCELET - Fourth beaten 3.25L at a country venue in a higher class five weeks back. Not 

ruled out.  

13. FEDOR D'HERIPRE - Struggled on last three runs and hard to have.  

14. FIUMORBO - Sixth beaten 3.25L at this venue in a higher class just under two weeks back. Not ruled out 

without shoes.  

15. FLASH DE LA NOE - Bidding for a hat-trick after winning at Langon in a higher class nineteen days ago. 

Looks the one to beat running barefoot. 

16. FARANDOLE DI PALBA - Fourth beaten 3.5L at a country track 29 days ago. This ended a run of three 

straight DQs.  

17. FOREVER DE PAME - Won at Saint Galmier in a higher class by 2.75L five weeks ago. Can feature again. 

Include. 

Summary: FLASH DE LA NOE (15) found success by 1.75L in a higher class two weeks ago. Bidding for a 
hat-trick and should prove tough to beat. FOREVER DE PAME (17) won well at Saint-Galmier by 2.75L in a 
higher grade. Has to be respected down in grade. FARSIGHT ABSOLUTE (11) and FANGIO DU PONCELET 
(12) both have to be considered at this level. Place contenders. 

Selections 

FLASH DE LA NOE (15) - FOREVER DE PAME (17) - FARSIGHT ABSOLUTE (11) - FANGIO DU 
PONCELET (12)  



Race 6 - PRIX JEAN-PIERRE GAILING -  2400m MOBILE D76 Harness. Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. GOLDEN CREEK - Fifth beaten 19L in a lower class. Won at this level three starts back so could re-find 

form.  

2. GAJAC - Second beaten 0.25L at Grenade in two classes higher. Two wins and three placings from eight 

mobile outings. Top claims. 

3. GUIMAUVE DANOVER - Sixth beaten 3L at Grenade in two classes higher two weeks ago. Solid pick. 

4. GIADA - Fourth beaten 3.25L at a country track in a lower class two weeks back. Could place.  

5. GLORIOSO BELLO - Third beaten 2.25L at Cagnes-sur-Mer in this class ten days ago. Going well and in 

the mix. 

6. GAYA DES BROUSSES - Ninth beaten 12L in a lower class two weeks back. Won the time before so could 

bounce back without shoes. 

7. GUIGNOL DE CHARDET - Bidding for a hat-trick after a success at a country track in one class lower. 

Going well and has a 50% strike rate behind the mobile. Top claims. 

8. GABELOU CARISAIE - Second beaten a nose at Les Sables-d'Olonne in this class 20 days ago. More 

than capable without shoes. 

9. GOOD TIME - Out of form in last three outings and going up in class.  

10. GALANT DE CAREL - Fifth beaten 2.5L at Grenade in a higher class with Gajac in second. Place hope.  

11. GIORGIO DE NAPPES - Back to back DQs and getting difficult to trust.  

Summary: GAJAC (2) was only beaten 0.25L into second in a higher class at Grenade. Has a good mobile 
record and is well drawn. Contender. GUIGNOL DE CHARDET (7) won by a neck in a lower grade at a country 
track. Big claims going for a hat-trick. GABELOU CARISAIE (8) showed ability when denied by a nose in this 
level and holds solid claims again. GALANT DE CAREL (10) is one to include. 

Selections 

GAJAC (2) - GUIGNOL DE CHARDET (7) - GABELOU CARISAIE (8) - GALANT DE CAREL (10)  



Race 7 - PRIX DE VINCENNES -  2400m MOBILE E150 Harness. Purse EUR €26,000. 

1. DAUPHIN DU LOT - Held on last two outings and best watched following a short break.  

2. EPATANTE STAR - Well beaten since resuming. Opposed.  

3. CAIMAN DU CITRUS - Scored in a lower grade grass walk up prior to being beaten out of sight from behind 

the mobile at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Must bounce back.  

4. COOBYA ANGANO - 12L third in a class E mobile event at Castera-Verduzan six days ago. Each way 

player despite a modest autostart record. 

5. COPAIN DU CEDRE - Arrives in fair form and is one from three behind the mobile. Open to progress without 

shoes. 

6. FORTISSIMOKO - Made all for a 0.25L success in a class D event at Langon-Libourne three back and was 

reasonably fancied when held in the G3 Grand Prix Dynavena Maisagri. Claims.   

7. FALKANO DE HOUELLE - Second in a lower grade walk up on grass at a country track. Excellent record 

without shoes and dangerous to dismiss. 

8. COLORADO BELLO - Mixed form in a variety of grades of late and DQ at Castera-Verduzan on Monday. 

Could find the frame on best figures. 

9. GWENDOLO BELLO - Excused a below par run on first grass outing having produced an excellent third in 

a class B at this venue prior. Goes well at this track. Top claims. 

10. DYNASTIE D'ENFER - 2L third in a class F walk up on grass at Royan eleven days ago. Each way claims 

back behind the mobile. 

11. EMIR DU PRESSOIR - 9L second in a class E mobile event from a bad draw at Castera-Verduzan on 

Monday. Notable runner.  

12. CACAO - Below par in class F races of late and others preferred at present.  

13. ET POURTANT - Inconsistent in recent starts but has a solid profile from behind the mobile. One for the 

placings. 

14. ESPIRITU SANTO - Two best efforts in last six starts have come barefoot (excellent record) and has to 

be of note now back behind the mobile. 

Summary: GWENDOLO BELLO (9) is excused a below par run on his first grass outing having produced an 
excellent third in a class B at this venue prior. Goes well at this track with two wins from four starts. Top claims. 
EMIR DU PRESSOIR (11) produced a 9L second in a class E mobile event from a bad draw at Castera-
Verduzan. Notable contender. The two best recent efforts of ESPIRITU SANTO (14) recently have come 
barefoot (excellent record) and he has to be of note now back behind the mobile. FORTISSIMOKO (6) would 
be dangerous if getting an easy lead. 

Selections 

GWENDOLO BELLO (9) - EMIR DU PRESSOIR (11) - ESPIRITU SANTO (14) - FORTISSIMOKO (6)  



Race 8 - GRAND PRIX DYNAVENA MAISAGRI -  2550m WALK-UP B480 HCP E Harness. Purse EUR 
€40,000. 

1. BANDIT DU HOULET - Held in lower grade contests of late and more needed at this level.  

2. CAMPIONE MIO - 3L third in a class E walk up at Castera-Verduzan twenty days ago. Could find the frame. 

3. CAMIROS DU GOUTIER - 3.25L fifth in a class B walk up at Villereal 22 days back. Goes well without rear 

shoes. Each way player.  

4. ERA DE LAVADOUR - 4L sixth behind re-opposing rivals in a class B event at Villereal 22 days ago. One 

for the placings without shoes. 

5. CHRISTMAS DU CEBE - Drops in grade after finishing well held in a grade A event at Auch just under four 

weeks ago. Could go well on best figures.   

6. COEUR DE LOUP - Back-to-back placings including in this grade prior to a held eighth at Castera-

Verduzan. Not ruled out if bouncing back.  

7. FRESNEAUX - Yet to hit full stride since resuming but cannot be ruled out for a trainer in excellent form.  

8. CLYDE BARROW - 2.25L success in a class C walk up at Vichy just over three weeks ago. Leading chance 

if replicating. 

9. BE ONE DES THIRONS - 2.5L fourth in a class B walk up at Villereal just over three weeks back. In the 

mix running barefoot. 

Summary: CLYDE BARROW (8) scored by 2.25L in a class C walk up at Vichy just over three weeks ago. 
Excellent record over this journey with five wins from eight starts. Leading chance if replicating. BE ONE DES 
THIRONS (9) produced a 2.5L fourth in a class B walk up at a country venue. Holds claims. FRESNEAUX (7) 
is dangerous to discount for a trainer in brilliant form. CAMIROS DU GOUTIER (3) holds each way claims. 

Selections 

CLYDE BARROW (8) - BE ONE DES THIRONS (9) - FRESNEAUX (7) - CAMIROS DU GOUTIER (3) 

 


